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Curious Artefacts is a project by artist Becky Campbell involving 80 artists, architects, 

designers and writers. The starting point for the project was a photograph of finds from the 

Antikythera Shipwreck taken after the excavation and included in the exhibition held at The 

National Archaeological Museum in Athens. In the image a number of objects excavated from the 

seabed have been dried and taken to land, then brought together on a table pushed against the 

wall with paper pinned above it. These artefacts have been captured by the camera suspended 

between two states: they have been recognised as of interest and curiosity but are not yet fully 

understood or categorised. 

 

For Curious Artefacts Campbell invited each of the 80 participants to contribute experiments, 

finished works, found images, found objects, maquettes, notes, photographs, sketches, texts and 

works-in-progress. At ArtWall the artefacts have been arranged densely on tables and walls, 

referencing the excavation and collecting of an archaeological dig, the layout of objects at a 

flea-market or a cabinet of curiosities. 

 

This catalogue has been produced as a personal reference file to keep notes on all of the 

curious artefacts. As each artefact arrived at Campbell’s studio a ritual developed of giving 

them a catalogue number and documenting them during a private moment of intimacy and 

understanding with each artefact.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alejandro Lopez, Aliki Pappa, Alexandros Vasmoulakis, Andreas Kassapis, Andreas Sell, Anita 

Gauran, Augustus Veinoglou, Beagles & Ramsay, Catriona Gallagher, Christos Bourantas, Chrysanthi 

Koumianaki, David Cass, David Whelan, Despina Flessa, Dimitris Efeoglou, Dimitris Ioannou, 

Dimitris Papoutsakis, Dimitris Protopapas, Dimitris Theodoropoulos, Emanuele Balzani, Emma Ewan, 

Eric Schumacher, Euan Maharg, Eva Isleifsdottir, Ewan Robertson, Fiona Mathison, Foteini 

Palpana, Giannis Amanatidis, Giannis Cheimonakis, Giannis Delagrammatikas, George Tourlas, 

Gordon Brennan, Gordon Munro, Graeme Todd, Greece is for Lovers, Hannah Imlach, Hulda 

Stefansdottir, Iain Morrison, Ian Richard Jackson, Ino Varvariti, Irini Bachlitzanaki, Isabell 

Kamp, Ivan Masteropoulos, Jack Burton, Javier Gastelum, Joanna Peace, Konstantinos Kotsis, 

Kosmas Nikoloaou, Kostas Christopoulos, Konstantinos Chryssogelos, Laura Edbrook, Laura 

Sutherland, Loukas Bartatilas, Luke Burton, Magda Krawcewicz, Maro Michalakakos, Mika Neu, Myrto 

Xanthopoulou, Nikos Sepetzoglou, Nikos Tsolakoglou, Noemi Niederhauser, Paky Vlassopoulou, Panos 

Mattheou, Pantelis Yiannakis, Pavlos Georgiou, Rachael Cloughton, Richard Taylor, Sally 

Troughton, Scott McCracken, Serra Tansel, Sofia Dona, Stephanie Mann, Susan Mowatt, Talc, Theo 

Prodromidis, VS VS VS, Yiannis Papadopoulos, Yiannis Sinioroglou, Yorgis Noukakis, Zoe 

Hatziyannaki 

  



 
 

Finds from the Antikythera Shipwreck, seen at National Archaelogical Museum, Athens  



 
 

ca.1.25.04.15 Euan Maharg 

 

 

A (sheared) Bolt 

 

Blue painted steel. The function of this object is simple and apparent but without knowing where 

it was found its symbolism is lost. Found in the Ruhr Valley in Germany - an area where 

production was so immense, industrial efficiency was planned and diagrammed not only over entire 

sites but on a regional scale. Several factors led to the decline of this industrial area (with 

ensuing social/economical issues) and the major steel works at Duisburg Nord shut in 1985. Today 

the derelict and polluted landscape of Duisburg Nord is undergoing reclamation and is becoming 

an iconic post-industrial park. Bolt found June 2008 in Duisburg Nord, within a quiet knot of 

structures, in the middle of the now landshaftspark. It sat in ruinous clutter - barely 

distinguishable and without remark. On the platform underneath, a mattress lay concave and damp 

where somebody had stayed for a time. The bolt didn’t stand out and it wasn’t curious. It was 

possibly the most mundane souvenir he has ever bothered to take but in the following years he 

brought it most places, lay it on desks, placed it on shelves and continuously lost it. 

Unremarkable objects are the items most involved in our lives. They witness more comings, 

goings, gains, losses, processes, lives led, ended and begun than our most precious possessions. 

By default, their everyday involvement is fascinating. The bolt was an artifice (object of 

function) during the steel making process. It will have held against high pressures, possibly 

heat and certainly mechanical stress. During dismantlement it will have been sheered by a 

grinder - the direction is evident from the cut, and burr across its thread. The bolt is now 

an artefact (object of cultural/historical interest) within Duisburg-Nord Landschaftpark. The 

distinctions and relationship between artefact and artifice have directly informed the 

remediation of this industrial area, led by the landscape architect Latz & Partner. It is 

arguable that during remediation this industrial landscape and everything within it will change 

from artefact back into artifice. The bolt is (very) small symbol of this.  



 
 

ca.2(4-6/9)19.05.15 Sally Troughton 

 

 

New Terrain - E.Site1 Obj.1 

            - E.Site1 Obj.2 

            - E.Site1 Obj.3 

            - E.Site1 Obj.4 

            - E.Site1 Obj.5 

            - E.Site1 Obj.6 

            - E.Site1 Obj.7 

            - E.Site1 Obj.8 

            - E.Site1 Obj.9 

 

Happisburgh raw earth. Materials collected from Happisburgh, Norfolk, UK, a stretch of coastline 

archaeologically significant for hosting the current oldest remains of the first human 

occupation in the northern hemisphere. 2015. Working with strategies of assemblage, texts, 

installations and objects, often with an emphasis on the kinetic and time-based, her practice 

seeks to address Place, examining new perspectives on notions of local identity. Research and 

site-specific elements, such as earth and mud converge and entangle themselves with the 

artificial. 

 

www.sallytroughton.co.uk 

  



 
 

Nikos Tsolakoglou ca.3(1-100)08.06.15 

 

 

Charcoal and ink on paper. Studio work. Work made during brainstorming, trying to find 

inspiration for current work, early 2015. Nikos would never describe his finished work as 

curious artefacts, however he would describe as such all the studio work, notes, pictures and 

objects that are made or collected and arranged around the studio, in order to give inspiration 

and provide him with the appropriate studio environment. All these precious things are usually 

collected and stored after their job is done. 

   



 
 

ca.4(1/3)20.06.15 Giannis Amanatidis 

 

 

Object 1 

Object 2 

Object 3 

 

Object 1. Research object. Materials: Foam, emulsion paint. Tools: spare blades, brush. 2011-

2012. Made in private studio. Purpose: research on the materials - form, shadow, weight.  

Object 2. Research object. Materials: Clay, emulsion paint. Tools: shape of the palm, sandpaper, 

brush. 2014. Made at asfa studio and private studio. Purpose: research on the materials - 

anatomy, nature shape, light.  

Object 3. Research object. Materials: bone, emulsion paint. Tools: saw, brash. 2012-2013. Found 

in Nikiti, Halkidiki, amended in private studio in Athens. Purpose: research on the materials – 

nature, shape. 

 

www.giannisamanatidis.carbonmade.com  



 
 

ca.5.17.07.15 Yiannis Papadopoulos 

 

 

Vion, The conjunction between Cynicism and Hedonism 

 

Torn magazine, plexiglass. Circa 2012. Studio/adoration piece. Chosen for Curious Artefacts 

because of thematic relevance. Connection to overall practice: it reminds him of the role of 

serendipity. Meaning: it belongs to his iconostase. Yiannis remembers very well Vion’s gaze on 

the page of the magazine and he had to keep it. 

 

www.roma50-6126.blogspot.com  



 
 

ca.6.24.07.15 Aliki Pappa 

 

 

Quauchxicalli L- in progress. Piece 5 and 6 

 

Photograph of ceramic sculpture No 5 and 6, sketch. Ceramic sculpture in progress, No 5 and 6, 

Syntagma. 2012. Work in progress. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: The mysterious 

evolutionary state of a statue object. A figurative quauchxicalli is about to end. It is 

organized in a totemic structure consisting of separated pieces. How many pieces are left? An 

unfinished sculpture in a travelling form. Connection to overall practice: part of Quauhxicalli 

series(2010-2013). Meaning: quauhxicalli or cuauhxicalli: An altar like stone vessel used by the 

Aztecs to contain human hearts extracted in sacrificial ceremonies, in order to delay the 

upcoming ending of the world and keep the sun shining. Quauhxicalli L: a ceramic vessel used as 

a current totem of protection. 

  



 
 

ca.7.30.07.15 Emanuele Balzani 

 

 

the oracle #2 (reconstruction) 

 

Handmade paper collage. Made in Athens, August 2015 with copies of the original collage made in 

Toronto, Canada, February 2015. Finished work. The original belongs to a series of collages born 

in Toronto last winter, named dramatis personae. It is the wide open brain of the oracle ready 

to get information from another layer of reality. The collage has been intentionally recreated 

for Curious Artefacts, playing with copies of the original so that the result could be a new 

work. 

 

www.emanuelebalzani.com   



 
 

ca.8.30.07.15 Eva Isleifsdottir 

 

 

Golden leaf  

 

Plastic, foam rag, spray & paint. The gold leaf was part of an object, Golden Wreath, used in 

the photographs If I were rich I would give you gold. 2015. Status: memory. Reason for inclusion 

in Curious Artefacts: it was chosen. It is a memory of a past event that took place in Athens. 

Part of an art piece that she made during her residency in Athens January – February. 

 

www.evaisleifsdottir.com 

 



 
 

ca.9.31.07.15 Richard Taylor 

 

 

Heroic pose on the ramparts 

 

Pencil on paper, 19.5 x 19.5 cm. 2014/15. Finished work. The size of the drawing, and Richard's 

preference for it not being framed, makes it appear more like an object – this is why its 

involvement in Curious Artefacts is potentially interesting when considering the work's 

status.Drawing, particularly using paper with dimensions 19.5 x 19.5 cm, has been a large part 

of Richard's practice for a number of years. He works on more than one drawing at once, often in 

conjunction with other projects that feed into both content and composition. Any finished 

drawing is both a consolidation of multiple drawings being developed simultaneously, as well as 

a depository for further references in other works using varied materials.   

 

www.rich-taylor.co.uk 



 
 

ca.9(b).06.08.15 Richard Taylor 

 

 

Fridge Blue Komatsu 

 

Air-dried clay, fridge paint, permanent marker. The sculpture has gone through two periods of 

development. To begin with, it was made during a residency at Edinburgh Sculpture Worksop 

alongside the development of a text piece entitled Head, already broken. At this point the 

sculpture was just clay (no fridge paint or marker), it was passed around an audience during a 

reading of the text at The Poetry Club in Glasgow in April 2015. Its second appearance was 

during another performance of a different text piece entitled All that was there was below at 

CCA, Glasgow in May 2015 — this particular performance also featured a projected film. Both the 

film and the addition of blue fridge paint and permanent marker (the sketch of a yellow Komatsu 

truck) to the sculpture were used as an editing process for the text in preparation for its live 

reading to an audience, who again passed the sculpture amongst themselves. The sculpture was 

made at different stages throughout 2015.The status of the work is ongoing. The reason for the 

work being including in Curious Artefacts is that its status is ambiguous. It looks like a found 

object but has gone through considered processes of change as a handmade (and hand-sized) 

sculpture. It has also taken part in several hundred points of contemplation as both 

performances (Head, already broken and All that was there was below) were experienced by large 

audiences who all held the piece in their hands. It will again be held by more people as it is 

passed around by participants during the walks organised as part of Curious Artefacts around the 

city of Athens. The work has a connection with the explorative side of Richard's practice which 

looks at the editing processes of text and how these can transform other materials used in 

performances, films and installed works. 

 

www.rich-taylor.co.uk  



 
 

ca.10(8-9/12).04.08.15 Magda Krawcewicz 

 

 

Untitled (teeth) 

 

Glazed ceramic, various pieces, displayed on a found wooden plank. 2012. Finished work. 

Remembrance of an ancient tooth from a creature that never existed, fragile material. Connection 

to overall practice: works in fragments - with fragile objects. Fascinated by the realm 

which appears through the tension hovering between whole bodies and dissolved bodies. The 

more distant perceptions and certainties are and the more the feeling of self looses itself in 

the soul, the stronger  and  more  mighty the figurations of reminiscences become. Artefacts are 

for her the visual form of that emotion, memories. 

 

www.seemagda.com   

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/remembrance+of.html


 
 

ca.11.05.08 Andreas Kassapis 

 

 

Hands 

 

Hue activation object. Coloured pencils on paper. Found in a secondhand bookstore in 

Monastiraki. 2009. Found photo sketch. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: they are 

curious hands. Connection to overall practice: uses these images as models. Meaning of the 

artefact: artificial hands are more expressive. 

 

www.andreaskasapis.tumblr.com 

  



 
 

ca.12.05.08.15 Noemi Niederhauser 

 

 

Cyclops eye 

 

Metal dust, resin, white paint. 2015. Found object. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: 

uncertified origin. Connection of artefact to overall practice: uncertified origin. Meaning of 

the artefact: uncertified meaning. 

 

www.noemi-niederhauser.ch   



 
 

ca.13.06.08.15 Hannah Imlach 

 

   

Origami Shelter Model 

 

Cardboard, tracing paper, masking tape. Made in the Fine Art studios of Duncan of Jordanstone 

College of Art & Design, Dundee. Early 2011. Working model. Chosen for inclusion in Curious 

Artefacts as it marked a pivotal juncture; the working scale-model was used to create 

the Origami Shelter sculpture and inspired a series of faceted, foldable objects. Indicative of 

a wider practice, Origami Shelter Model demonstrates a process of thinking through making and 

the importance of sculptural objects that can be animated by touch. The sculpture holds the 

intentions of the Origami Shelter which sought to investigate our perception of subtle changes 

in natural light.  When pitched at Rannoch Moor the Origami Shelter's multiple facets let light 

pass into the interior, creating the feeling of being inside a crystal or light prism. Each 

facet becomes a subtly different tone with the passing sunlight. The sculpture is a portable, 

foldable space, large enough to fit two adults lying comfortably inside. It is made from birch 

plywood and ripstop nylon panels and uses fabric hinges in place of folds.  

 

www.hannahimlach.com  



 
 

ca.14.07.08.15 Gordon Munro 

 

 

Rope Mend 

 

Cast Iron. This object, an amalgam of a granite stone core sample and hessian twine, was cast 

into wax then iron using the ceramic shell process at Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop and Edinburgh 

Cast Metals. 2015. Finished work. Chose this recently completed work for Curious Artefacts 

because its composition and material consistency fits well with the exhibition premise that the 

collected objects are of interest but not yet fully understood. Connection of artefact to 

overall practice: part of an ongoing work process that explores the creative potential of iron 

and is part of a larger group of works entitled Ordinary Artefacts. These objects pay homage to 

the all but lost make do and mend approach to life and question our current consumer culture. 

Meaning of the artefact: alludes to a mend or act of care - something from the workshop, shed or 

laboratory shelf in store for an as yet unknown future use. 

 

www.gordonmunro.info  



 
 

ca.15(1/1-5).11.08.15 Anita Gauran 

 

 

Tests for Nivea advertising 

 

Analogue photography. Found in a flea market in Rennes. 2015. Found photography. Considered 

Curious Artefacts’ starting point of a photograph of exhumed objects whose function, origin, 

history, were forgotten: what Didi-Huberman George called survival. Scattered fragments of 

bodies in pieces, each leaving to the imagination its full form, eaten by rust, they have not 

completely disappeared, found on a table, photographed, reflecting the trace of another time, as 

the potential of art to a museum collection or at least to be analyzed and stored away from our 

present. The paper background behind this plan on the wall as corneal page of a book, and lets 

us see the wall, reveals the artifice of staging, questions us about the thickness of this 

curiosity cabinet. Anita chose to show photographs found in a flea market from a bygone era, 

probably the 60s, but whose function and character is still recognizable today. These are tests 

for an advertisement for a makeup remover of the famous Nivea brand. The photographs have frozen 

the model and the object, in an attitude of mutual desire, which will serve to stimulate buying. 

These photographs seem somewhat outdated today, but are in the bottom (female, desire, 

aesthetics) not so away from most of the current commercials. This is a kind of nod to our 

relationship to objects, sacred, secular, indifferent, fetishist or symbolic. On the first steps 

of her work is a research around materials such as objects, traces, images and so on. These are 

found, bought or handmade. The work takes shape in a compiled patchwork that confronts the 

origin of the objects, their qualities, and the way she found them. Anita is interested in all 

the approaches that have a strong connection to reality: imprints and marks, photography and 

archaeology. The collection leads to unexpected associations that are the beginning towards 

future projects. 



 
 

ca.16(1-10).12.08.15 Stephanie Mann 

 

 

Gifford Ladyfingers 

 

Grass and enamel. Found in a partially manicured, potentially private, bridle path in 

Gifford (55.905437, -2.757737). Discovered on walk as part of Ten Chances Art Residency then 

harvested as film props to be sellotaped to the ends of fingers. Prop usage: for wall caressing, 

for delicate excavation, as painting implements. Gifford Ladyfingers have been washed in 

Coulston Water. 2015. Film prop. If Steph was to leave them in her studio they would get lost or 

broken. BC will give them a better life. They are an ingredient which sits in a neurological 

cupboard. In context, they'd probably be something quite specific - something less versatile but 

more interesting than vanilla. She thinks the Gifford Ladyfingers are cumin. She'll probably use 

cumin again, in some form. The most important thing about the Gifford Ladyfingers is that they 

bounce. The second most important thing about the Gifford Ladyfingers is she didn't make them.  

 

www.stephaniemann.org 

  



 
 

ca.17(1-2).13.08.15 Emma Ewan 

 

 

Two Tiles 

 

Plaster, cast from cake packaging. Test pieces for a new work, not yet realised. 2015. Work in 

progress. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: an item(s) halfway between existing and not 

existing, its history or future yet to be determined. Connection artefact to overall practice: a 

meeting point of building materials, architectural components, the original, the multiple and 

the mass-market. Meaning: One of many stagnant objects awaiting re-discovery. 

 

www.emmaewan.com 

  



 
 

Hulda Stefansdottir ca.18(2/1-2).13.08.15 

 

 

Thought things I & II 

 

Acrylic on paper. Made in-studio response (intuitive/reflective) to previously described 

circumstances and contents of a documented photograph. 2015. The element of the unfinished is an 

integral component of all Hulda’s works and thought processes. Reacting on the documentary 

photograph with a sense of watery hues and blue of the sea that nested and shaped these 

inconclusive obscure relics. Her works consider the relationship of painting with photography 

and film. Images are repeated, dissolved and reduced to ambiguity in their subtle nuances of 

colour that stresses the instability of our perception. She has described her processes as a 

search for a timeless essence that simultaneously establishes a clear sense for a moment that 

could only belong to the here and the now. Just as she was beginning to consider this project 

she came across a quote to Hanna Arendt from her book The Life of the Mind: ´To lose the 

appetite for meaning we call thinking and cease to ask unanswerable questions [would be to] lose 

not only the ability to produce those thought things that we call works of art but also the 

capacity to ask all the answerable questions upon which every civilization is founded.’ 

 

www.huldastefansdottir.com 

  



 
 

ca.19(1/1-2).13.08.15 Laura Sutherland 

 

 

Object / drawing. Watercolour on Japanese paper. Made, along with a number of other objects, in 

the studio after a trip to a remote lighthouse on Uist in 2009, stored away until July 2015. 

Studio studies. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: the moment these pieces were 

rediscovered Laura knew they should be included in the project. She invested a fairly 

substantial amount of time in the production of this series, but these two pieces were dicarded 

and separated from the rest for reasons she doesn't remember. Connection to overall practice: 

connected through use of materials. Meaning: the objects say something about time, time spent, 

time passing and time to come. She invested in their production and then forgot them until now.  

 

www.laura-sutherland.com  



 
 

ca.20.14.08.15 Yorgis Noukakis 

 

 

Jiǎn 

 

Plywood. Made at the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA). 2007. Studio work. Reason 

for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: although it is an 1:20 scale study model for an 

architectural element, its organic shape, unfinished state and materiality makes it difficult to 

recognize it as such. Connection to overall practice: organic shape, looks like a biological 

(natural history) specimen. Meaning: the project is about a building that gathers Chinatown’s 

shops and services, a point of reference for the Chinese community. In the Metaxourgio area 

there is a concentration of Chinese shops. It is a centre for the newborn Athenian Chinese 

community. The building surrounds the Metaxourgio square creating two enclosed courtyards and 

seems to be the extension of the old factory and acts as a canopy. At its ground floor there are 

scattered shops’ barrows. It consists of three main elements: 1. Thin, non horizontal steel 

columns which remind bamboo canes and refer to the “timber culture” of east Asia. 2. “Cocoons”, 

organic shaped structures that float into the space and accommodate activities that need privacy 

and protection. They refer to the light paper and colourful, traditional Chinese objects. 

 

 



 
 

ca.20(b).07.09.15 Yorgis Noukakis 

 

 

Shìchǎng 

 

Resin, steel, tracing paper,cardboard. Made at the National Technical University of Athens 

(NTUA). 2007. Studio work. Segment of architectural model. Reason for inclusion in Curious 

Artefacts: although it is an architectural model, because of its materiality, finish, shape, 

size, it can be perceived as an autonomous aesthetic object, a small sculpture. Connection to 

overall practice: bamboo-columns. Entanglement of the natural and the manmade (natural and 

manmade elements). 

  



 
 

ca.21(1/1-7).17.08.15 VSVSVS 

 

 

obbies 

 

Various found and made materials. Some objects that have come out of sculptural play in VSVSVS’ 

studio over the past couple of years. Their archive of objects gets slowly modified by all of 

their hands, gradually finding ways into and on top of each other. It's a process of accretion. 

Nobody remembers where these things originated. 2009-2015. Finished work? Reason for inclusion 

in Curious Artefacts: They love studio remnants and these works have been hanging out for a long 

time. They are somewhat of an index of the gradual development of VSVSVS’ object-based practice. 

Connection to overall practice: working in a seven person collective has a lot to do with 

communication. Over the years, they've developed ways of having conversations through object 

play, remixing and altering each other’s actions to produce hybrid objects that are more than 

the sum of their parts. These works are good examples of where that conversation is at 

presently.  

 

www.vsvsvs.org  



 
 

ca.22(1/1-2).17.08.15 Ian Jackson 

 

 

Introverts 

 

Ongoing series of turned, cut and inverted wooden objects. 2015. Woods: ash and meranti. This 

series stems from a simple observation where Ian switched the focus of his eye back and forth 

between the positive and negative space created by repeated spindles in a balustrade. His work 

explores the same duality of line and form by cutting and inverting turned wood.  

 

www.irjackson.co.uk 

  



 
 

ca.23.18.08.15 David Cass 

 

 

Coach Destination Signage Strip / Blind Cloth (Belgian) 

 

Canvas + stencilled paint. Found in an antique shop just off the Place Jeu de Balle – where 

Brussels’ most popular weekly flea-market takes place. c.1950 (found 2013). Found object. Reason 

for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: David’s studio is in fact full of curious artefacts (he uses 

antique, aged materials such as wood, card or canvas as surfaces to paint upon). However, the 

piece he’s chosen is one of the least curious. It is in fact one of the most functional and 

ordinary of his collection, something so mundane that it's perhaps a strange choice. But I love 

the simplicity of this roll-out destination signage. One simple canvas scroll, that would once 

have been stitched together with other, similar strips of canvas, and rolled over the mechanics 

of a bus destination roller. This simple strip of canvas has revolved around two (perhaps 

wooden) cylinders, day-in-day-out for years. Not only that, but it's travelled hundreds, if not 

thousands of kilometres, back and forth, on the same route, day after day. He’s drawn to antique 

items and objects that speak of routine, repetition (coffee grinders, kitchen tables, desk 

drawers, matchboxes) - this is reflected in the way he applies paint to said objects - layer 

upon layer, one colour at a time, one direction at a time. Connection to overall practice: he is 

always drawn to objects that bear witness to their past life, regardless of how ordinary they 

may be. Through re-purposing (painting upon) and isolating this kind of found-object he aims to 

turn something not precious, something functional and sturdy, into something delicate and 

fragile. He uses dry gouache paint, undiluted, upon unstable surfaces such as this – thus, 

turning something strong into something incredibly vulnerable. The inevitable fading and 

crumbling of the paint (of the surface) transforms this piece into a true time-based artwork. 

Something that will continue to change as it lives on. Meaning: this is a hardly noticed (yet 

frequently looked out for) fragment of our lives, and this one (unlike its contemporary 

counterparts will) lives on as a kind of evidence. David’s work is about cataloguing evidence 

and traces – proof of life, or of lives led.  

 

www.davidcass.co.uk  



 
 

ca.24.18.08.15 Pavlos Georgiou 

 

 

Butterspoon 

 

Digital manipulation, stainless steel, plaster. Elements sourced from Pre-Soviet Russia and West 

Germany. 1909 – 2012. Butterspoon explores the function and cultural value of relics within a 

historical context. Central to this is the notion that we acquire knowledge and understanding 

through stories passed on by culture. These master narratives inform and authorize society’s 

institutions without having to be justified by experience. The images that populate these 

stories, whether metaphorical or literal, exist across technology. They manipulate individual 

and collective consciousness and function as sociopolitical barometers of power, control and 

wealth. The primary role of the objects that appear within Pavlos’ practice is to reassemble 

established factual and fictional historical narratives. 

 

www.pavlosgeorgiou.org  



 
 

ca.25(1-3).19.08.15 Alexandros Vasmoulakis 

 

 

Relics 

 

PVC. Found in an abandoned factory. 2013. Found objects. Reason for inclusion in Curious 

Artefacts: the puzzling game of trying to understand what these objects were originally made 

for. Connection to overall practice: tight. Meaning: the wider, the better.  

 

www.vasmou.com 



 
 

ca.26(1/1-3).20.08.15 Fiona Mathison 

 

 

A woven semi-found object - a hand with arm /cocoon? Gold threads over a yarn ‘with memory’. The 

gold thread originated in France and came via Dovecot Studios circa 1971, and was found in an 

old chest with other antique weaving materials stored there for many years. The yarn ‘with 

memory’ was bought in Japan as a material to play with rather than for a particular purpose and 

was in a cupboard awaiting rediscovery. The piece was made as one of many experiments in spring 

2015. It is a sketch but also in a sense a found object, for in the process much of what evolves 

is unplanned and unexpected. The gold was very much an experiment to test how it would look and 

initially Fiona didn’t like it: the other trials are in white. Gold however seemed particularly 

relevant to both the financial crisis in Greece, and indeed to the global problem of the 

increasing gap between rich and poor. She played a bit more with what was essentially a rejected 

sample. Connection to overall practice: though her practice began in tapestry weaving, more 

recent works have been constructed in other ways and often in reflective materials either as 

standalone sculptural pieces or installations. For some works around 1999, she had constructed 

very small hands that reflected in the finished work. Making these small hands remains a 

curiously intense and satisfying process – large hands making a smaller version of themselves: 

the small hands are expressive, a gesture, a sense of fragility. Revisiting the weaving of these 

hands is her current studio exploration, which seems to fit well with the starting point for 

Curious Artefacts. This artefact seemed to evolve from a trial of materials that didn’t satisfy 

her to a curiosity that works for a quite particular time and place. Being a hand and arm is 

entirely fitting with the starting point, but the gold and the echo of a more organic form hints 

at something more unsettling. 

  



  
 

ca.27.21.08.15 Foteini Palpana 

 

 

Optical device. Glass magnifying lenses (diameters 6cm and 10 cm), metal hose clamp, silicon 

rods, piece of plastic contour map (torn, approx. 6x4 cm), plastic zipper bag. Status: component 

parts. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: function yet to be determined, presumable use 

in navigation, photogrammetry or hydrographic surveying. 

 

www.foteinipalpana.blogspot.com 

  



 
 

ca.28(1-2).21.08.15 Giannis Cheimonakis 

 

 

Related to a feather 

 

Wood, foam, bird skull. The materials were found summer 2015 on Syros. Reason for inclusion in 

Curious Artefacts: het artefact is made out of objects that might otherwise be ignored. Meaning: 

the artefact is a dialogue on matter held between different time zones. Environment samples and 

layers of history are captured for a future reinterpretation. 

 

www.giannischeimonakis.blogspot.com  



 
 

ca.29.22.08.15 Giannis Dealgrammatikas 

 

 

Landing of Columbus on the Islands of Guanahani, October 12th, 1492/ on board between island 

Tinos and island Andros, view of island Gyaros, March 28th, 2015 

 

Digital prints and paperclip. From Giannis’ personal archive. Status: recorded. 

 

www.giannisdelagrammatikas.blogspot.com  



 
 

ca.30.22.08.15 Ino Varvariti 

 

 

Untitled (from the memorial plates series) 

 

Pencil on prepared wood/ A city discovered through its memorial plates. Somewhere in the 1. 

District of Vienna. 1868, 2007, 2009. Hier wohnte 1573 bis 1588 Charles de L΄Ecluse  genannt 

Clusius aus Arras der berühmteste Botaniker seiner Zeit. Errichtet 1868 von der Kaiserlich 

Königliche Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft in Wien. / Here lived from 1573 to 1588 Charles de 

L’Ecluse  called Clusius aus Arras , the most famous botanist of his time. Placed in 1868 by the 

Royal Zoological-Botanical Society in Vienna. 

  



 
 

ca.31(1-4).23.08.15 Yiannis Sinioroglou 

 

 

Post colonialism forms new collective practices 

 

Fortune cookie, stone, paper. 2015. Studio work. Perception on a false document. 

 

www.sinioroglouyiannis.blogspot.com 

  



 
 

ca.31(b.1-2).04.09.15 Yiannis Sinioroglou 

 

 

Suitcase # 94 

 

Wood, steal elements, inject print, pencil. 2015. Studio work. Suitcase #94 is part of an 

imaginative, post future scenario based on The Tulse Luper Suitcases by Peter Greenaway. 

According to Greenaway’s invented plot, Tulse Luper, an (almost) fictional character, is 

collecting things as semantics for the representation of the visual world in an effort to 

protect them from an upcoming nuclear disaster. The archiving material (objects, tastes, sounds 

etc.) is divided in a setting of 92 different suitcases. In 2013 in a post productive approach 

Yiannis presented, through a video work, suitcase #93. In Curious Artefacts he presents suitcase 

#94. 

 

www.sinioroglouyiannis.blogspot.com  



 
 

ca.32.24.08.15 Maro Michalakakos 

 

 

round velvet eye 

 

Velvet shaved with surgical instruments, stuffed with cotton. 1995. Finished work, but could be 

continued. The reason is the eye, very symbolic , and curious. Maro’s main medium is velvet and 

the action of shaving it, by using scalpels, trying to excavate stories out of the fabric’s 

skin. Memory of a very important period of her life, actually one of her very first velvets, 

nostalgia, youth velvet. 

 

www.maromichalakakos.com  



 
 

ca.33.24.08.15 Ivan Masteropoulos 

 

 

blot-portrait or smudge-portrait 

  

Acrylic on cardboard. Made in studio. 2008. Sketch. A line formed as he was cleaning his brush 

on the side table. 

 

www.masteropoulos.gr 

  



 
 

ca.34.25.08.15 Susan Mowatt 

 

 

Wrapped black object. Charred driftwood, woven textile. Belhaven Bay, East Lothian, Scotland. 

2012. Studio experiment. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: it seemed like a perfect 

destination for it. Connection to overall practice: not sure yet, but it’s something about 

remembering.m  



 
 

ca.35(1-2).25.08.15 Jack Burton 

 

 

Two bits of slag with a white number on them which makes them look valuable even though they are 

not. Slag. Jack took a trip to an old Ironworks with Gus (Veinoglou), Becky (Campbell) and Andy 

(Mason). It was while he was doing the Snehta residency, and Gus managed to talk our way in to 

the old site because he’s that kind of guy, and the grounds man gave them a tour. The grounds 

man drew their attention to lots of details and insisted they spent a lot of time looking at 

things like the letterboxes, which Jack didn’t understand, but it was a nice day. The Ironworks 

were a beautiful old ruin, falling down and rusting. The grounds man said the French used to own 

it and had a private school for their kids, and the spill-out from the ironworks killed 

everything in the bay nearby, the fish, the shellfish, the seaweed, the plankton, everything, so 

it was a completely bare white beach with dots of black, which were bits of slag which had 

somehow made their way down to the beach. Slag was everywhere, and it is a very beautiful 

substance. Jack wanted to take something from the experience, so he pocketed a couple of pieces, 

not knowing what he would do with them later. Later he painted little numbers on them as if they 

were something important from a dig, and took a photo of them in his studio in Kypseli. 2014. 

Left over from a finished photo. They are curious and they look like an artefact. Connection to 

overall practice: Jack used them to make a photo, someone told him they really really liked the 

photo, so he is happy with the photo and happy with the slag. 

 

www.jackburton.eu  



 
 

ca.36(2-11/11).25.08.15 Dimitris Protopapas 

 

 

Untitled, various objects. Icon, nails, wood, photo, bones, metal box, wax, cockroach. Found at 

flea markets, various places. 2003 - 2015. Found objects. Collecting, arranging “curious 

artefacts”, objects with a strong conceptual weight, clear or vague use, worn textures, 

religious iconography are a major part of Dimitris’ work.  



 
 

ca.37.28.08.15 Graeme Todd 

 

 

Sanguine dry lead, ink, gesso, and varnish on Japanese plywood. Circumstance of making: taking 

an observed landscape, such as the liminal tidal zone between the cliffs of Dunbar and the sea 

at low tide, (reminiscent of Max Ernst’s Europe after the Rain) and mixing this further in the 

studio with found art historical references (including Hokusai’s’ Travelers Caught in a Sudden 

breeze at Ejiri) to create the feeling of an event in space that cannot be easily located in 

time. 2014. Finished work. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: From Geofact to Artifact, 

the landscape of the imagination. Connection to overall practice: this is part of a series of 

works that Graeme made in 2014, using small (21 x 29.5 cm) Japanese plywood panels and sepia 

conte pencils. Using the portability of the small format to juxtapose elements of directly 

observed locational drawing and art historical references. These small works paved the way for 

some more recent developments in his work in terms of approach to materials and scale as well as 

subject matter. 

  



 
 

ca.38.29.08.15 Nikos Sepetzoglou 

 

 

Helmet 

 

Scrap wood, string, enamel paint. Made in Nikos’ studio, Perikleous 44, Syntagma, 1st floor. 

Made from fragments of deconstructed artwork. 2015. Work in progress. Connection to overall 

practice: part of a fragmented system. Meaning: ...construct...deconstruct...reconstruct... 

 

www.elikagallery.com/artists/nikos-sepetzoglou 

  



 
 

ca.39(1-2/3).30/08.15 Despina Flessa 

 

 

κεραύνιo / thunder-stone 

 

Graphite on ceramic. 2015. Prehistoric stone tools such as axes and spikes; when first 

discovered they were considered to be 'thunder-stones', stones that had fallen from the sky and 

had magical powers, and they were collected as curiosities. Today they are proven to be just 

human made weapons.  



 
 

ca.40.30.08.15 Augustus Veinoglou 

 

 

Trident 

 

Used to screw onto a fishing rod. Then the whole thing fits into a sling pistol. Purpose is to 

harpoon, kill fish. Iron, rust. Found in old storage in a house near the sea in Sounio. Trident 

in used condition. Purchased new probably sometime between 1995 – 1999, then left to rust. Found 

object. Personal object. Augustus learned the seas through underwater fishing. Fishing inspired 

him to map the deep of the small gulf near the old fishing house in Phlio, that practice 

introduced him to drawing, drawing the rocks and caves in maps. Now he is thinking that his 

sense of liberation is utterly linked with the notion of immersion into water. “We grew and 

lived next to water, our contact was visceral not cerebral”. The water has a mending healing 

quality and so much more, it brings good memories and washes off bad ones. The Trident is both a 

symbol of a God (Poseidon: he is thinking of the temple in Sunio that was devoted to him. But it 

isn’t just the temple but the location where the temple is. Everything is Poseidon as every 

human activity is framed by water, planes and ships, tourists with cameras at hand – plus the 

trident is an object that still has a real function, the object is still being used in its 

former shape. Therefore he can’t help to think that the objects formal unchange-ness bears an 

essence of wisdom that carries on even today. Three spears, enough to catch the flat silver 

ones. In maths two points form a line, in the sea three connected spears kill a fish. Connection 

to overall practice: water as a vast point of inspiration. 

 

www.augustusveinoglou.com 



 
 

Scott McCracken 

 

 

Untitled After BC 

 

Acrylic on paper. Made after rediscovery of drawing by BC. 2011 / 2015. Studio work. This 

artefact is a continuation of studio based work but has been made in reference and as a response 

to a re-discovered artefact, a delicate yet tactile drawing, left untouched and unseen for 

several years.  Its existence had been forgotten, its whereabouts unknown. The unearthing of one 

artefact leads to the creation of another. A line through two points in space and time is 

formed.   

 

www.scottmccracken.co.uk 

  



 
 

ca.42.31.08.15 Dimitris Papoutsakis 

 

 

Chimney 

 

Pure copper. 2015. It is a part of an article, made from pure copper, that was used to announce 

acoustic messages of recruitment notices in an earlier project of Dimitris’. Copper as a 

material was the first metal that was used for instruments and weapons. Nowadays its main 

application is in electrical wires. He purchased the tube from a dealer in Egaleo. The long 

copper tube was sawn and a smaller piece came out that looks like a chimney. Since he doesn’t 

know the immediate association of this object, that seems like a chimney, with the earlier stage 

of it which was a fitting for a structure that reproduced recruitment notices, he considers it 

to be a curious artefact. 

 

www.dimitrispapoutsakis.com  



 
 

ca.43(6-9/1-14)01.09.15 Catriona Gallagher 

 

 

Fifteen pieces of broken marble paving slab, salvaged and re-pieced together. Formerly one 

individual of a number of uniform units, regimented in layout. Currently several fragments of 

approximately one third of the original size, the other two thirds having been lost or 

unidentifiable. A tool for considering how the human need for an ordered repeating pattern or 

structure is interrupted by the chaotic intervention of nature and circumstance over time. Three 

occurrences of lines exist in the object which were all used for identification and reassembly: 

- the pattern of parallel carvings on the surface, 1mm apart and 1mm wide (machine made) 

- the randomly formed cracks caused by uneven application of pressure or impact (which 

have variably sized interstices depending on the time and wear ensued since the break) 

- the outer edges of one long side and the start of the two short sides of the rectangle that 

determine the object's original dimensions (the exact length of the short side is unknown) 

It is uncertain whether the place of origin of this artefact is of significance. It is undecided 

whether the cause of the breaking of the original unit, which thereby made it an artefact, is of 

relevance. It is unknown whether the acquiring of this artefact could be deemed as theft, given 

it had ceased to uphold its original function but was still taken without permission. 

 

www.catrionagallagher.com  



 
 

ca.44.01.09.15 Christos Bourantas 

 

 

Exploded view 

 

(The title stands as a reference to technical vocabulary (exploded view – analytical design), as 

much as a reminder that the model used to represent a suspended balcony). Plastic, cardboard, 

wood, metal, acrylic paint. Reworked architectural model (scale 1:50). Individual parts were 

removed from an existing but poorly conserved construction model found in Christos’ storage 

room. The pieces were either repaired or further broken and then arranged in the current form. 

2015 (the original model was created as a part of a student project in 2006, by C. Bourantas, G. 

Farazis). Finished work. The idea behind this work is the process of searching and salvaging a 

damaged architectural model and then presenting it in a way that can bear new meanings. This “ew 

model, free of its previous purpose as a medium of representing something else, though still 

retaining its information of scale, materiality and construction layering, is presented in a new 

context, that of an independent object - it is an artefact in its own right. The model has lost 

its initial volume and has been diminished into a set of rules, or a series of building blocks, 

or a geometric composition. Any attempt to form a new 3D structure out of the several pieces 

would automatically force the artefact to become a tool for representation again. The practice 

of physical modelling, although having lost its momentum through the recent dominant use of 

digital media, is still an essential part of architecture, serving as a palpable link between 

drawing and built structures. Architectural maquettes require precision, craftsmanship and 

serious amounts of time to make. Students often store their models years after graduation, 

having them as a reminder of a big chapter in their lives. Meaning: to create new correlations 

out of fragmented pieces, to re-venture into old, stored material, to perform an autopsy on 

objects that carry memories of hard work; those are the elements that form the meaning of this 

work. It is an exercise on a personal level, an exercise of digging into pieces of the past, 

embracing them, making them unique again. 

  



 
 

ca.45(4/1-5).01.09.15 George Tourlas 

 

 

Ceramic human skull with glossy black glaze. Cut in five pieces. Number 10 from a series of 15. 

 

www.flickr.com/photos/georgetourlas  



 
 

ca.46.01.09.15 Myrto Xanthopoulou 

 

 

Spineless 

 

Fossil. Summer 2015. Terracotta, notebook spine scraps. 

 

www.elikagallery.com/artists/myrto-xanthopoulou  

 

 

  



 
 

ca.47.02.09.15 Dimitris Theodoropoulos 

 

 

Isthens 

 

Paper map. 2012 -2015. Part of a continuing series. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: 

peculiarity. Isthens is a city in a series of superimposed geographies. It is a map of the area 

and the relief of this city depicting the road network and the Greek place names in Latin 

characters. Keeping the landscape of Attica and carving out the Bosporus straits while 

preserving the Athenian locations on the Istanbulian road net, it mostly serves a comparative 

perception of the metropolitan experience and reinforce the comprehension of the city's 

qualities. It was done after a trip as an urgent need to understand. 

  



 
 

ca.48(1/1-2).02.09.15 Zoe Hatziyannaki 

 

 

Those two mechanisms were used as recorders as well as sensors of movements and beats in order 

to gain information of any living species. They were constructed by humans and combined 

different (probably found) parts which were activated by solar energy. However it is yet not 

clear what urged them to construct those machines in such an environment. A possible theory is 

that they were built by the last survivors of the Great Catastrophe in their effort to make 

contact or they were simply part of an experiment. What is known is that they were located in 

the region that was then called Greece. 

 

www.zoehatziyannaki.com  



 
 

ca.49.03.09.15 Ewan Robertson 

 

 

Sirius ‘n’ me 

 

Cast iron. Conjoined found plate glass fragments. Found 2009, cast 2012. Studio sketch / 

artefact. A latent element from a series of loosely related sculptural constructions. Reason for 

inclusion in Curious Artefacts: Ewan likes the way objects speak. Many studio objects lie latent 

and emit intermittently ideas and voices at different volumes. Sometime after viewing the source 

(Antikythera Shipwreck) image, a few of these objects started to speak a bit louder and transmit 

on his frequency. There also seems to be a kind of reverse-archaeology going on both through the 

Curious Artefacts idea and through his current studio thinking. Connection to overall practice: 

linked somehow to a previous work from 2011, The History of Chromates. Meaning: unknown at 

present. 

 

www.axisweb.org/p/ewanrobertson 

  



 
 

ca.50.03.09.15 Beagles & Ramsay 

 

 

Artefact work 

 

Source unknown. 

 

www.beaglesramsay.co.uk 

  



 
 

ca.51.03.09.15 Andreas Sell 

 

 

Travel Group # 4 

 

Wood, glue, nails, 33,0 (l) x 17,5 (w) x 5,5 (h). The board with handle was been produced in 

Andrea’s flat in Athens. 2013. Finished work. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: it 

fits. Connection to overall practice: he is producing objects for everyday life. Meaning: it is 

a helpful basic commodity in day to day life. 

 

www.andreassell.com 

  



 
 

ca.52.03.09.15 Irini Bachlitzanaki 

 

 

Von allen Werken 1/8 

 

Gilluform. 2015. Studio work. 

 

Of all the works of man / Bertolt Brecht 

 

Of all the works of man I like best 

Those which have been used. 

The copper pots with their dents and flattened edges 

The knives and forks whose wooden handles 

Have been worn away by many hands: such forms 

Seemed to me the noblest. So too the flagstones round old houses 

Trodden by many feet, ground down 

And with tufts of grass growing between them: these 

Are happy works. 

Absorbed into the service of the many 

Frequently altered, they improve their shape, grow precious 

Because so often appreciated. 

Even broken pieces of sculpture 

With their hands lopped off, are dear to me. They too 

Were alive for me. They were dropped, yet they were also carried. 

They were knocked down, yet they never stood too high. 

Half ruined buildings once again take on 

The look of buildings waiting to be finished 

Generously planned: their fine proportions 

Can already be guessed at, but they still 

Need our understanding. At the same time 

They have already served, indeed have already been overcome. All this 

Delights me. 

 

www.bachlitzanaki.com 

  



 
 

ca.53(1-2).03.09.15 Theo Prodromidis 

 

 

Where change alone endures 

 

Copper, cacti, soil. 2015. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: 75 years since Trotsky’s 

assassination. 

 

www.theoprodromidis.info  



 
 

ca.54.04.09.15 Laura Edbrook 

 

 

Woman and Pool (This time silently) 

 

Colour photograph. This image is a fictional discovery in a short story, Weeping Woman, written 

by Laura. The finding is made by the new resident of a tenement flat in Glasgow. The new tenant 

presumes the image to capture XX, the previous occupant, before she committed suicide. 

‘Indecent, unhinged, queer, childish, pathological, leaky,’ are among the many critiques for XX. 

The two residents develop a very awkward relation to one another, ‘I tell her that we’re 

crowding each other out, how intensities are being created that require management,’ the new 

tenant says. ‘I tell her about what’s happening night after night in her room. How I study 

everything closely and move various objects around, surreptitiously, silently. I tell her that I 

am trying to remove her place among them […] [but] her things are becoming as angry as inanimate 

objects can be. That with every dislodging she becomes more and more alive.’ Found, 2015 / Made, 

date unknown. Found image. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: Living among the material 

possessions of the previous tenant, the new occupant is forced to consider the specifics (if 

any) of her own subjectivity. She thinks that XX is talking, that she is ‘listening attentively 

to an incoherent monologue.’ She says, ‘I listen to her memory beginning to function, to take 

hold of the shapes which she juxtaposes one beside the other like some game,’ and she asks, ‘at 

what precise moment does an individual stop being who she thinks she is?’ Weeping Woman 

considers the self we perform in response to a flow of projections from others, whether in 

objects or language. XX’s photograph now lives among the objects and stories of Curious 

Artefacts, the image’s attendant narrative again inserted into those of others. Connection of to  

overall practice: a component in an intertextual writing practice. 

 

  



 
 

ca.55.04.09.15 Joanna Peace 

 

 

We were facing the wrong way when the island sank 

 

Screenprint on paper. 2015. Kalypsō lived on the island of Ogygia where she detained Odysseus 

for several years. The etymology of Kalypsō's name is from καλύπτω (kalyptō), meaning "to 

cover", "to conceal", "to hide", or "to deceive". 

- Wikipedia 

‘The page that was blank to begin with is now crossed from top to bottom with tiny black 

characters – letters, words, commas, exclamation marks – and it’s because of them the page is 

said to be legible. But a kind of uneasiness, a feeling close to nausea, an irresolution stays 

my hand – these make me wonder: do these black marks add up to reality? The white of the paper 

is an artifice that’s replaced the translucency of parchment and the ochre surface of clay 

tablets; but the ochre and the translucency and the whiteness may all possess more reality than 

the signs that mar them’ 

- Jean Genet, Prisoner of Love 

 

www.joanna-peace.squarespace.com 



 
 

ca.56.04.09.15 Kostas Christopoulos 

 

 

Hand 

 

Wax, used candles. Made in the courtyard of the Cathedral of Amfissa. 2014. Sketch. 

 

www.kostaschristopoulos.com 

 

 

  



 
 

ca.57.04.09.15 Luke Burton 

 

 

Design for Dressing Screen 

 

Pen and watercolour. 2015. Design for commissioned furniture piece to be shown in exhibition in 

October 2015. A document of the finished work will be published in Eros Journal, The Interior 

edition, October 2015. Status: design/drawing. 

 

www.lukepburton.tumblr.com 

  



 
 

ca.58(1/1-6).04.09.15 Sofia Dona 

 

 

ARKITEX 2015 

 

It consists of: 

-a found object:a scale model construction kit  

-formal drawings of building of the The Apostolic Church of Athens, in Sofokleous str 

- printed photographs from the building inside and the religious services.  

A scale model construction kit named ARKITEX was found and connected to a recent research she 

has been doing on a specific building in Athens,  the Apostolic Church. The formal drawings from 

the urban office and the photo documentation produced during the research are combined with the 

model. She is interested in making this fictional connection between a found model and a real 

building. One window with a different colour repeats itself in the model and the photos in order 

to connect the different objects. Formal and informal material mix with various stories that are 

created through the random meetings with the people. The found model ARKITEX  is receiving a 

specific meaning by representing a building in the city.  

 

www.sofiadona.com  



 
 

ca.59(1/1-2).05.09.15 Kostas Chryssogelos 

 

 

Cabinet of curiosities 

 

Paper. This work was conceived at Kostas’ writing desk, while contemplating the nature of man 

and his relationship with his riches. It was a most interesting evening. It was written quickly 

during no more than 20 minutes, but it was revisited again and again, as he was realizing that 

the hero of the text was me… and you. Hopefully finished; or perhaps it will be a part of a 

bigger work. He hasn’t made up my mind as yet. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: the 

concept of the exhibition struck him immediately. It made him ponder issues about his very 

existence that would otherwise remain in the dark. He thinks that the relationship between 

Curious Artefacts and Cabinet of curiosities is very sincere - and that occurs seldom. 

Connection to overall practice: he tries to be an author. This artefact is yet another piece of 

his literary self. Meaning: there isn’t a specific message to be found, only observations that 

he hopes will be found to be intriguing: the end of an era, the coming of another, the crisis as 

a challenge, the reinterpretation of the past and the hope of an afterlife as an essential 

feature of human mentality. 

 

www.chryssogelos.blogspot.com 

  



 
 

ca.60.05.09.15 Dimitris Efeoglou 

 

 

Untitled 

 

Indian ink, paper. 2015. Work in progress. 

 

www.dimitrisefeoglou.weebly.com 

 

  



 
 

ca.61.05.09.15 Paky Vlassopoulou 

 

 

ή αλλιώς θέση πάρκινγκ / otherwise parking space 

 

Photograph. Materials: pocket camera. Voulgaroktonou str. 68, Athens, Exarcheia. 2013. Status: 

note. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts:  Paky wanted to focus on the process of the 

excavation rather than focus on an object. In this process there is a moment where from a whole 

picture you keep a detail. She is interested in understanding the relation between the whole and 

the detail. Connection to overall practice: it summarizes the way she understands and works with 

sculpture. Meaning: the way that things or objects occupy space and the way that things are 

mounted give us extra information about their context and concept. 

 

www.pakyvlassopoulou.wordpress.com 

  



 
 

ca.62.05.09.15 Kosmas Nikolaou 

 

 

Coral egg cup 

 

Ceramic. Handmade. Found in his ceramic studio. 2015. Studio work, experiment. Reason for 

inclusion in Curious Artefacts: he cannot interpret this object and understand its use. 

Connection to overall practice: it is a part if his most recent experiments. Meaning: secret 

decorative uses. 

  



 
 

ca.63(3/1-3).05.09.15 Chrysanthi Koumianaki 

 

 

I came. I saw. I believed. 

 

Digital print on paper, gel medium. These ancient fragments were found during an excavation at 

the Athenian Agora. 2014. Found objects. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: 

these found objects are still material for further research. They are not dated because the 

material looks ancient but they depict a contemporary way of production. Chrysanthi’s practice 

deals with time, rules, reality and fantasy. When she came up to those objects she found them of 

great interest because they picture the production of ancient pots and they connect the past 

with the present in a way that someone cannot really tell when they're dated. 

  



 
 

ca.64(2).06.09.15 Loukas Bartatilas 

 

 

Μπαζίλικουμ / Vassilikos 

 

Empty plastic yoghurt box, earth, basilikum. The yoghurt box was bought at the Lidl supermarket 

on Patission Street, the earth and the basilikum was taken from his balcony. September 2015. 

Finished work. Made specifically for the exhibition Curious Artefacts and it symbolizes / 

summarizes a series of discussions together with Becky Campbell about origin, identity, new 

places, a sense of belonging, Athens and cities of northern Europe. She, as a Scot in Kypseli 

and he, as a Kypselian in Berlin, had a lot to say about why they chose to live abroad, what 

they have learned from these new cultures and languages as well as to compare north/south 

European mentalities and cultures and see if there is - in the end - any common place for all in 

Europe while the current political and cultural debate in Greece of 2015 still goes on. 

Connection of artefact to overall practice: As a creative who works in the field between public 

art and architecture and as a person who lives between Athens and Berlin, the understanding of 

local contexts, the importance of cultural exchange and the exploration of the meanings of 

space, identity and integration are crucial to Loukas’ work in any artistic medium. This 

specific artefact functions both as a decorative object for the table and as a symbolic art-

object that includes all the above meanings. Basilikum is a plant, a living organism, which 

grows through time and has - even when it is dry - an intense smell. It is also, in Greek 

tradition, a symbol of welcoming and saying goodbye to someone who is visiting you at home. 

Therefore the image of putting basilikums outside entrance doors is very common, usually in 

empty metal boxes of food (mainly olives, olive oil or feta cheese) which have been painted and 

transformed into flower pots. The Milbona yoghurt box is a specific Lidl yoghurt brand, produced 

in Germany only for this German supermarket chain. The final object can be seen as a 

constructive solution or a creative exchange between different worlds. 

 

www.loukasbartatilas.com 

  



 
 

ca.65.07.09.15 Isabell Kamp 

 

 

Stumm III 

 

Ceramic, elastic band. 2013. 

 

www.isabellkamp.de  



 
 

ca.65(b).07.09.15 Isabell kamp 

 

 

Two Sides 

 

Ceramic. 2015. Finished work. Two Sides refers to a situation in which someone is not able to 

make a choice because the opportunities may be equal in their quality but differing in their 

results. 

 

www.isabellkamp.de 

  



 
 

ca.66(1-3).07.09.15 Serra Tansel 

 

 

Space healer 

 

Cactus on a solar and battery powered turntable. Cactus brought in by Becky. Turntable bought on 

eBay and shipped from China. Cactus: ? Turntable: 2015. Props for general use. Cacti heal spaces 

as they suck in radiation & things look better on turntables. Connection to overall practice: 

attitude. Meaning: care. 

 

www.serratansel.com 



 
 

ca.66(b).09.09.15 Serra Tansel 

 

 

#ff99ff aura lights 

 

Light filter gel. Bought online. 2015. Prop for Sera Tansel Unlimited exhibition in November in 

noshowspace, London. This shade of pink, #ff99ff, is possibly is the colour of Serra’s aura. 

Connection to overall practice: energy. Meaning: light. 

 

www.serratansel.com   



 
 

ca.66(c).10.09.15 Serra Tansel  

 

 

Marzipan rose on cake column 

 

Marzipan rose bought from a shop in Brussels Central train station. Cake column found on the 

street in Brick Lane, London. Marzipan rose: 2015 Cake column: 2014. Found object, props for 

general use. Columns and roses --> Athens. Connection to overall practice: Inspiration & 

Aesthetics. Meaning: love. 

 

www.serratansel.com  



 

 
 

ca.67.07.09.15 Konstantinos Kotsis 

 

 

Untitled Basework 

 

Wood, Sheet Metal Screws, paint. 2015. Studio work. Findings are usually opposed, to be 

imprinted and recorded up to horizontal, elevated surfaces - bases, plinths, tables. 

Untitled Basework attempts to create a tautology. Being itself an artefact, converts a table of 

exposure of artefacts into an artefact. In this way it constructs an alternative structure in 

the existing system of support. Currently, Konstantinos’ work is focusing on the narrations 

created by any kind of authority in order to reinforce their influence. In this piece he chose 

to reproduce figuratively with a construction the structures which emerges an object to 

significant. While findings are being exposed, the focus point is findings themselves. However 

almost always behind them there is a system which literally and figuratively reveals the 

findings as the point of interest. Untitled Basework transfers the focus point from the 

“finding”-object to the system that supports and emerges the “finding”-object.  

 

www.cargocollective.com/konstantinos_kotsis  



 

 
 

ca.68(1-6).08.09.15 Pantelis Yiannakis 

 

 

It’s not a trip, it’s not a destination , it’s blue 

 

Engraving and permanent marker on glazed ceramic tile. Found in an old storehouse filled with 

building materials from the 80s belong to Pantelis’ uncle, who is a civil engineer. 2015. Found 

and intervention. It's attractive and blue, that's why he saw it in that dark place. Part of his 

work is a research on embodiment of messages on sculptural surfaces and the aesthetic assumption 

that is constructed from writing and the autonomy of the sculpture. The tile (tessela, tessera, 

four) is by itself a unit but it keeps the  possibility of infinite tessellation. Driven by the 

quote "its not the destination, it's the trip" which reminds Pantelis of a summary of Ithaki by 

K.Kavafis (Ιθάκη, Κ.Καβάφης), a poem from Greek literature. I refuse myself the in-between and 

rather I suggest a total abstraction. 

 

www.pantelisyiannakis.tumblr.com 

  



 
 

ca.69.08.09.15 Talc design studio 

 

 

Bread 

 

Cast plaster gilded with gold. An object made on a balcony at Exarheia. 2015. Finished work. 

Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: the first thing that popped into their mind when 

invited to participate in the project. Meaning: if the object was a finding of a future 

excavation, a significant fragment about the here & now, then it would have to be gold. 

 

www.talcdesignstudio.com 

  

http://www.talcdesignstudio.com/


 
 

ca.70.08.09.15 Panos Mattheou 

 

 

Heart and Teeth 

 

Stolen objects & clamp. Found at … in … where I was for … Found in 2013. Sketch. Reason for 

inclusion in Curious Artefacts: when something is stolen, morally it’s no man’s. It becomes 

anyone’s. Meaning: there is a particular connection for Panos between the objects and physical 

pain at the time they were found. 

 

www.panosmattheou.com  

http://www.panosmattheou.com/


 
 

ca.71.08.09.15 Dimitris Ioannou 

 

 

Untitled 

 

Dimensions: 6.5 x 100 cm. Plastic Miniature Military Figures 1/35 scale mounted on aluminium. 

2015. 

 

www.dimitrisioannou.net 

  



 
 

ca.72.10.09.15 Mika Neu 

 

 

Lyra - Lapis Philosophorum 

 

Recoined 1 Euro coin. Recoined in the studio, Hamburg, Germany. Intervention in progress. Reason 

for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: the impression we get when looking at something familiar - 

like a Euro coin - but then seeing it slightly altered like the Lyra, surely raises questions 

like "Why did they do this?" or "What is it good for?" and a feeling close to what is expressed 

by one of the main statements for the Curious Artefacts project: "They have been recognised as 

of interest and curiosity but are not yet fully understood". Apart from that, coins played and 

do play a classical role when it comes to finds, like in old shipwrecks. The Lyra seemed to fit 

quite well. Connection to overall practice: the question of collective identity, the consensus 

on what is good, bad, mine, yours, important etc. is one of the oldest and most curious ones.  

Coming from an interrogative position of not understanding, art is one attempt to gain  

nformation on these issues. Art is a sociocultural field test. The Lyra/Euro is one of the 

clearest and at the same time most unclear values the society agreed upon and therefore it's an 

ideal test area. Meaning: the 1 Euro coin shows the embossment of the constellation of the 

lyra, the instrument of Hermes, the trickster god. The idea was to recoin 1 Euro coins to such 

an extent that it could become a currency of its own. Of course, it will never be a substantial 

currency, but what is? The Lyra was to indicate how variable our beliefs in values of any kind  

are and how easily the can be and are altered, manipulated or erased. The project is ongoing. 

 

 

  



 
 

ca.72(b).10.09.15 Mika Neu 

 

 

uhnzere zeihchen kehöhren euhch, Sticker Piece 

 

Print on self-adhesive plasticised PVC foil. Printed in Hamburg, Germany. 2013. Intervention in 

progress. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: here again the statement on the Curious 

Artefacts project: "Artefacts are suspended between two states: they have been recognised as of  

interest and curiosity but are not yet fully understood" was crucial for choosing the sticker 

piece. For two reasons: Firstly, because the sentence "uhnzere zeihchen kehöhren euhch" meaning 

"our signs belong to you" in some peculiar way meets that statement, because the way 

we interpret artefacts, makes their content subjectively ours. And secondly, because the Sticker 

Piece also refers to situationism, where - amongst other practices - artists wrote words on 

walls with spraypaint. The sticker is also pasted on walls but neither in a situationist's 

spray paint way and so altering the situationist's situation, nor are the words spelled  

correctly. This art historically seen transforms them into "artefacts suspended between two 

states". Connection to overall practice: when it comes to the question of collective identity, 

script is one of the strongest and most precise things that is agreed upon. To examine the 

sociocultural meaning of script by altering it and shifting letters surely is most revealing 

because it is confusing to the viewer. When talking to them, Mika gets interesting theories on 

what it means. It is the field test on the issue of consensus and collective identity which is 

most important to him. Meaning: the stickers are part of a conceptual approach to ontology 

called "Transentivism", where existing and defined references to any kind of entity get 

decoupeled and redefined; here language was decoupled. "uhnzere zeihchen kehöhren euhch" in 

"correctly" spelled German would mean "Unsere Zeichen gehören Euch". In English that would be 

"Our signs belong to you". The decoupled English version could be: "ouhre sighnz pehlongh thu 

yhouh". 

 

  



 
 

ca.73.10.09.15 Javier Gastelum 

 

 

Seabook Greece / Mediterranean Sea 

 

Book. Store,Bremerhaven, Germany. 1971. Found object. The seabook contains a wealth of 

information beyond sailing directions. For instance detailed physical descriptions of 

shorelines, harbours, islands, channels, notes about tides, landmarks and instructions on how to 

use navigational instruments to determine position and plot routes. A written description on how 

to get to Antikhytera is included as well as a translation from German to Greek of common words 

used at sea. Connection to overall practice: visual and theoretical research leads to new works. 

 

www.javiergastelum.com 



 
 

ca.73(b).10.09.15 Javier Gastelum 

 

 

Found photograph of Jacques Yves Cousteau 

 

Inkjet print on Hahnemühle paper. eBay France. Original Print ca.1980 / Reprint 2015. Found 

object. In 1976, the government of the Hellenic Republic invited Captain Jacques Cousteau to 

come to Greece and dive at several sites. The purpose was to produce a series of television 

shows showcasing the beauty and history of Greece. These dives at Dia, Antikythera, Delos, and 

elsewhere became episodes in the 1970s series, The Cousteau Odyssey. The Antikythera episode was 

titled Diving for Roman Plunder. The photograph shows Jacques Costeau with some of the found 

artefacts. There are also two stamps from a Greek photo agency and from a New York press agency. 

Connection to overall practice: visual and theoretical research leads to new works. 

 

www.javiergastelum.com  



  
 

ca.74.10.09.15 Gordon Brennan 

 

 

Fragment 

 

Found card, enamel, wax. Made in Brunton Wire Works, Mussleburgh, Scotland, found card from 

office, enamel paint from store, wax from machine shop. 1997. Sketch. Gordon re-discovered this 

drawing, hiding in an old sketch-book, on the day he received an invitation for Curious 

Artefacts. This sketch was based on the archaeology of a business on the week of its closure. 

The drawings were versions of sketches made by employees in the machine shops/ workshops. It 

reminded him of a quick way of working, in a space with found material responding directly to 

what was there. This was one of about 30 drawings he did over a 2 day period. He misses this 

direct way of working. Meaning: discovering it after these years was in a sense a form of 

archaeology of his own practice. 



 
 

ca.75.10.09.15 Eric Schumacher 

 

 

Artist book. Found magazine adverts, thread. Eric made this book in a bookbinding class during 

his years as an art student. As he forgot to source paper prior to the course, he had to 

spontaneously come up with alternative material. 2008. Improvisation. Reason for inclusion 

in Curious Artefacts: he wanted to share this object because it has been a personal curiosity 

having rediscovered it amongst his student portfolio earlier in the year. This creative 

experiment has served as an inspiration ever since, reminding him to be playful and think beyond 

his usual mediums. Connection to overall practice: whilst there is no direct link between the 

artefact and his actual practice in terms of materiality, form and medium, it shares a similar 

approach to making. As his work usually develops from improvisation by using a strong graphical 

element to compose found materials, it is here where the two meet common grounds. Although the 

human figure is not generally represented in my work, many of my compositions stand in 

relationship with the body and how it interacts in space. Meaning: this book is of personal 

importance to Eric as it captures a moment of pure improvisation and intuitive lightness towards 

artistic productivity. 

 

www.ericschumacherartist.com  



 
 

ca.76.10.09.15 Alejandro Lopez 

 

 

Hebe 

 

Bronze. 2011. Finished work. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: convenient size for 

transport. 



 
 

ca.77(2/2).11.09.15 Rachael Cloughton 

 

 

Nuova/Vecchia 

  

Bound photographs. Collages with photograms. 2013. Studio work. During a trip to Sicily in 2013 

Rachael visited the Belice Valley - an area shook by a massive earthquake in the 1960s, which 

destroyed many of the towns. Her works in Curious Artefacts focus on two of the towns most 

affected; Gibellina and Poggioreale. The residents of these towns had very different responses 

to the natural disaster. The new town of Gibellina has been rebuilt with idiosyncratic 

structures incongruous to the quaint traditional towns passed on route. The mayor invited 

hundreds of artists and architects to create work for the new town, while a massive concrete 

shroud by the artist Alberto Burri covers the the original village. The residents of Poggioreale 

also chose to rebuild their town elsewhere in the Belice Valley, though not in such an eccentric 

style. The old town is almost untouched – changed only by the passing of time. Houses are still 

filled with the belongings of people who now live in the town below and have yet to return. 

Locals driving past keep a keen eye on people exploring it. The photograms are traces taken from 

objects at the site.  

 

www.cargocollective.com/an-archive 

  



 
 

ca.78.11.09.15 Greece is for Lovers, 2015 

 

 

Shell Patrol 

 

Steel, Styrofoam, seashells, iPad. In the summer of 2010 while holidaying in the island of 

Rhodes, GifL came across an obscure setting that from a distance appeared like a desert oasis. 

A cluster of banana trees as well as a weird construction simulating a pink watch tower jutted 

out of the otherwise typical island environment. It turned out this abandoned banana grove was 

the infamous Laser Disco, its remains derelict as they stood in time since its closing in the 

late 1980’s. A legendary institution, Laser Disco boasted itself as the flagship night club of 

the Rhodian disco scene, an industry that thrived in this hedonistic Dodecanese island from the 

beginning of the 1970’s all the way to the early 1990’s. The space itself, built like a sub-

tropical heavenly garden, featured a superb dance floor on the island-like centre of the pool, 

the aforementioned pink watch tower, a diamond shaped convertible DJ booth and even the 

occasional ancient greek ruins built into the garden pathways. Topping things off, the former 

car park had been transformed into what seemed to be a 1980’s cemetery, fully equipped with 

discarded arcade video games, pinball machines, speed boats, scooters and fast food equipment of 

the same era. The artefact we are exhibiting is a documentation of this unique experience in the 

form of a series of pictures taken on site and then displayed on an iPad. Images: 2010, i.pad 

stand: 2015. Finished work. Reason for inclusion in Curious Artefacts: Our artefact tries to 

reflect the notion of the power of nature. In the case of Laser Disco as well, it’s not hard to 

notice nature taking over this relic of a space. The sun fading the original colours and 

greenery growing in all nooks and crannies, filling the space with an air of memories and 

nostalgia. The iPad rests on a special pedestal, worthy of the contents of the slideshow. A 

steel podium that is rusty and infested with sea shells, appearing as if it emerged from the 

deep sea bed. The connection to the Antikythera shipwreck comes in the form of the iPad itself, 

which apart from being a contemporary display system, it also acts as a tribute to the infamous 

mechanical computer discovered in the remains of the ship. Connection to overall practice: 

Fascinated by this specific period of postwar Greece, an exciting era when eroticism fuelled the 

tourism that flocked to these island retreats. ‘Shell Patrol’ pays homage to this golden age of 

Greek popular culture that  emanated from sex tourism, euro-disco, casual fashion and 

unadulterated good times. In their minds, this culture narrates an alternative home country, an 

imaginary land consisting of part fantasy, part memory and part wish. 

 

www.greeceisforlovers.com 



 
 

ca.79.11.09.15 Iain Morrison 

 

 

What's said [...] While it is said 

 

Ink on paper. Text written after looking at image of finds from the Antikithera Shipwreck, 

shared by Becky Campbell, and after email conversation with her. 2015. The concept for this 

exhibition activated the Henterest Iain has in the way we produce cultural artefacts to become 

repositories of thought, to carry our thought forward into conversation with the thought of 

future minds. He was struck by a certain optimism in the exhibition descriptor which identified 

the finds recovered from the Antikithera Shipwreck as having been ‘recognised as of interest and 

curiosity but [...] not yet fully understood or categorised.' His initial thought was that 

what's physically left of them will not again be fully understood, in the way they might have 

been experienced by those who initially fashioned them. He thinks it through in the writing. 

  



 
 

ca.80(1/1-500).12.09.15 David Whelan 

 

 

Sleeping is for Losers 

 

A response to encountering the Antikythera Mechanism. Summer 2015. Finished. An act of 

discursive research, criticism and inquiry. The text interprets the Antikythera Mechanism as a 

catalyst for flight away from the clock-time capitalism.  

 

www.flightsandfissures.com 
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